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We give a regular graph of girth 10 and valency 3 which has 70 vertices. We 
also show that no regular graphs of girth 10 and valency 3 having fewer than 70 
vertices exist. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of determining the minimum number f(k, g) of vertices of 
regular graphs with given girth g and valency k was raised by Erdos and 
Sachs. Although they had proved the existence of these graphs (see 
[3, p. 8 1 I), the exact value off (k, g) is very difficult to determine. So far, 
only a few cases have been solved (see [la]). 
This paper is a continuation of the studies of these graphs. We construct a 
regular graph of girth 10 and valency 3, which has 70 vertices and show that 
no such graphs having fewer than 70 vertices exist. Hence f(3, 10) = 70. 
We would like to thank R. M. Foster for informing us that two distinct 
regular graphs of girth 10 and valency 3 have been constructed by A. T. 
Balaban and W. Harries. We would also like to thank W. Harries for infor- 
ming us that our graph is isomorphic to one of his two graphs of girth 10 
and valency 3. So far, we know three such graphs and wonder whether there 
are any more such graphs. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
A regular graph of girth 10 and valency 3 having 70 vertices is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
Letf(3, 10) be the minimal number of vertices of regular graphs G of girth 
10 and valency 3. We shall show thatf(3, 10) = 70. It is well known that G 
has at least 62 vertices, which are arranged as in Fig. 2. 
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FIGURE 1 
In this paper, we use a terminology similar to [2]. The vertices (I), (1 l), 
(Q), (ill), (W, (W, (W, 1, L.., 23 and 24 are said to be in set (1). 
Similarly, we define set (2), set (1 1), set (111) and so on. 
By [ 1, p. 159, Theorem 23.61, f(3, 10) > 62. Hence, to an arbitrary edge 
of G, there exists at least one “opposite” vertex, which is not in Fig. 2. We 
use capital letters X, Y, Z,... to denote these “opposite” vertices. Any vertex 
in Fig. 2 adjacent to X is called an X-vertex. Similarly we define Y-vertices, 
Z-vertices, etc. They are called end-vertices. Any vertex in set (1) (resp. set 
(2)) having distance four from vertex (1) (resp. (2)) is called an inner-vertex, 
if it is not an end-vertex. Any inner-vertex in set (1) has one neighbor in set 
(21) and one in set (22). Any end-vertex in set (1) has at most one neighbor 
in set (2). Any vertex in set (1) cannot be adjacent to another vertex in set 
(1). Similar statements hold for vertices in set (2). Consequently sets (1) and 
(2) must have the same number of end-vertices. (If an end-vertex is an X- 
vertex as well as a Y-vertex, we count it twice.) Hence the number of end- 
vertices must be even. Since the valency of G is three, the number of the “op- 
posite” vertices cannot be odd and sof(3, 10) # 63, 65, 67 or 69. Also any 
vertex of set (ij) (i, j = 1,2) cannot have a neighbor with another vertex of 
the same set. 
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FIGURE 2 
NOTATION. If two vertices a and b in a graph are adjacent, we write 
a- b. 
3. THE CASE f(3, 10) # 64 
In this section, we show thatf(3, 10) # 64. In fact, suppose G has 64 ver- 
tices. Then there are two “opfiosite” vertices Y and 2. Suppose, for any edge 
of G, the vertices Y and 2 are separated. Then sets (1) and (2) each contain 
three end-vertices and so this edge is contained in 32 - 3 = 29 lo-gons. 
Hence the total number of lo-gons in G is exactly (29 X 64 x +)/lo, which 
is impossible. Thus, for some edge of G, Y - Z. Then sets (1) and (2) each 
contain two end-vertices. 
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Assume arbitrarily Y - a. If Y - 1, then 2 - i, 9; a - 13 and 1 - m; but 
then m + set (12). Hence Y +J 1 and so Y - i. Then 2 - 1, 9; a - 5; i - 13; 
b-3;j- 11; 5 -0 and 13-g. If 1 -m, then 2-k; but then 3 +set (22). 
Hence 1 + m and so 1 -e; 9 - m; 10 -k and e- 15. Sincef- 11 or 12, 
h N 10 and m -7. If 6-k, then 6+set (21). Hence 6+k and so 6-1,fi 
7 - c and 8 -j; but then 8 + set (21). Therefore G cannot have 64 vertices. 
4. THE CASE f(3, 10) # 66 
In this section, we show that f(3, 10) f 66. In fact, suppose G has 66 
vertices. Then there are four “opposite” vertices W, X, Y and 2. Suppose, for 
any edge of G, we have either W- X and Y-Z or W-X- Y and Z is 
separated. Then sets (1) and (2) each contain four end-vertices and so the 
total number of lo-gons in G is exactly ((32 - 4) x 66 X -+)/lo, which is im- 
possible. Hence, for some edge of G, we must have the following cases: 
Case I. Assume W, X, Y and Z are separated. Arbitrarily W - a, i, 1. 
Since 1 + set (2), 1 - X and so X - e. Suppose X - m. Since 2 + set (2), 
2 - Y, Z and Y - c; but then 3 and 4 cannot have both a neighbor in set 
(21).HenceX~mandsoX-9.Thene-Yand2-m,Z;butthenaandi 
cannot be both joined to set (1). Hence, Case I is impossible. 
Case II. Assume W- X - Y and Z -X. Then sets (1) and (2) each 
contain three end-vertices. Suppose W - a, i. Then we can assume Z - 1, 9 
and Y - e, 5. But then a and i cannot be both joined to set (1). Therefore 
W - a, 1. Then, by the above case, we can assume Z - e and Y - i. If Z - 5, 
thenY-9;a-13;e-15;1-~;5-oand13-k;butthen15~sset(22). 
Hence Z+5 and so Z-9. If Y-5, then e+set (1) and so Y-13; but 
then a + set (1). Therefore Case II is impossible. 
Case III. Assume W and X are separated and Y - Z. Then sets (1) and 
(2) each contain live end-vertices. Arbitrarily W - a, i, 1. Since 1 + set (2), 
1 -X or Y. Suppose 1 - X. Then X - e. If X - m, then 2 + set (2), which is 
impossible. Hence X - 9. Since 2 + set (21), 2 - Y; but then a and i not 
both adjacent to set (l), Y or Z. Hence 1 + X and so 1 - Y. 
Suppose Y - e. Since2+set (21),2-X;Z-m,9;2-oandX-corg; 
but then 3 and 4 cannot be joined to set (21). Hence Y + e. Similarly 
Y + m. ,Hence Y - 9 and Z - e, m. Since a and i cannot be both joined to set 
(122), we can assume a -X and i- 13. Hence X-5 and set (12); but then 
b + set (11). Therefore Case III is impossible. 
Now we have the last case of this section. 
Case IV. Assume W- X - Y N Z. Then sets (1) and (2) each contain 
three end-vertices. Arbitrarily W - a. 
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Case IV. 1. Assume W - 1. Then X-i. If Y-e, then Z-5, 9 and 
i- 13; but then e+set (1). Hence Y+e. Suppose Y-5. Then Z-9. If 
Z - e, then 5 - m; but then 9 ?(I set (2). Hence Z + e and so Z - m. Then 
5 - e and 9 - c; but then 6 + set (2 1). Hence Y + 5 and so Y - 9. Then 
Z-5 and i- 13; but then a + set (1). 
Case IV.2. Assume W- i. By Case IV.1, Z - 1, 9; X- 5; Y-e; 
e - 13; f- 11; 5 - m and 6 - k. Suppose 1 - c. Then seven vertices of set 
(11) are joined to set (21). Since e+set (ll), a-set (11) and so a-3; 
b~l;d-66;g-88;f-44;h-2;~- 15 and 16-g; but then h+set (121). 
Hence l+c. Thus l-set (22) and so i-set (11). Thus i-3; j-7 and 
8-o. Since a-set (12), q-set (21) and so 9-c and 10-g. Since c-7 
or 8, d - 4 and b - 2. Suppose 1 -p. Then c - 7 and 4 - n. Since 6 and 
3 -g and h, 10 + set (22), which is impossible. Hence 1 +p and so 1 - I 
and I- 15. Since h -150r 16,h+6.Thus6-gand3-h.Sinceh-l5or 
16, a- 12 and so b- 14; but then d + set (12). Therefore Case IV is 
impossible. 
Hence G cannot have 66 vertices. 
5. THE CASE f(3,lO) # 68 
In this section, we show that f (3, 10) f 68. In fact, suppose G has 68 
vertices. Then there are six “opposite” vertices U, V, W, X, Y and Z. 
Suppose, for any edge of G, the vertices U, V, W, X, Y and Z have one of 
the following forms: (a) U- V, W-X and Y - Z; (b) U- V- W-X and 
Y and Z are separated; (c) U- V - W, X - Y and Z is separated; (d) 
U- V- W, X - V and Y and Z are separated. Then sets (1) and (2) each 
contain six end-vertices. Therefore the total number of lo-gons in G is 
exactly ((32 - 6) x 68 x +)/lo, which is impossible. Hence, for some edge 
of G, we must have the following cases: 
Case 1. Assume U- V; Z- W; Z-X and Z- Y. Then sets (1) and 
(2) each contain five end-vertices. We can assume 1, 5, 9, a, e and i are adja- 
cent to W, X and Y. Then 1, 5 and 9 cannot all be adjacent to set (2), and so 
one of them must be adjacent to U or K Similarly, one of a, e, i must be ad- 
jacent to U or V, which is impossible. Therefore Case 1 is impossible. 
Case 2. Assume U- V- W-X - Y and Z -X. Then sets (1) and (2) 
each contain four end-vertices. Arbitrarily Y - 1. 
Case 2.1. Assume Y - a. Then 1 - i; a-9; i-13; 9-m; b-15; 
2-o and Z- 5, e; but then W+sets (1) or (2). 
Case 2.2. Assume Y - 9. If Z - 5, then by Case 2.1, Z - 13 and so 
U - a, i; but then V+ set (2), which is impossible. Hence Z + set (1) and so 
582b/29/1-1 
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2 - a, i and W- 5; but then a and i cannot be both joined to set (1). 
Therefore Case 2 is impossible. 
Case 3. Assume U- W-X- Y; V- Wand Z-X. Then sets (1) and 
(2) each contain four end-vertices. Arbitrarily U- 1. 
Case 3.1. Assume U-a. Then l-i; 2-g,o;a-9; b-7, 15;i-13; 
9 - m; m - 5 and 13 - e; but then V 7~, sets (1) or (2). ‘Hence this case is 
impossible. 
Therefore U - 9. 
Case 3.2. Assume V- 5. Then by Case 3.1, V- 13 and so Y- a, i; 
2 - e, m; 1 - c; c - 15 and d - 11. Then a - 3 or 7. Suppose a - 7. Then 
b-3;d-6and7-o.If5-g,then8-~2-N;4-e;16~fand14-b; 
but then 10 and 12 cannot be both joined to set (21). Hence, 5 + g and so 
5 - k; but then 8 + set (22). Hence, a + 7 and so a - 3; 3 - o and 4 - k. 
Suppose 5 - g. Since eight vertices of set (11) are joined to set (2 l), e - set 
(11) and so e- 7. Therefore 9 and 13 + set (21). If 9 - Z, then 13 -p; but 
thenp+set (ll).Hence9+Iandso9-pandp-8;butthen8+set(21). 
Hence, 5 + g and so 5 - set (22). Thus e - set (12). 
Suppose 5 -1. If I- 11, then d&set (11). Hence, I- 12; e- 16; k- 16 
and 15 -p. If 11 - m, then f- 10; but then 9 + set (2). Hence, 11 + m and 
so 11--n and m - 7; but then n+set (11). Hence, 5 + I and so 5 -p. By 
symmetry, e - 16. Since p - 11 or 12, m - 7. Similarly 13 - g. Then i - 12; 
p-11; 9-1; 16-k; 7--dand 6-j; but thenj+set (12). 
Case 3.3. Assume V-a. Then, by Case 3.1, V- i; Y- 5, 13; 2 N e, m; 
l-g; 9-o; o-7 and g- 15; but then a + set (1). Hence, Case 3 is 
impossible. 
Case 4. Assume U- V- W-X- Y and Z- W. Then sets (1) and (2) 
each contain four end-vertices. Arbitrarily U - 1. 
Case 4.1. Assume U-a.Then V-9; l-ianda-13;buttheni+set 
(12), which is impossible. 
Case 4.2. Assume U- 9. Then V- a and a - 5. If 2 - 13, then by 
Case 4.1, set (2) contains two Y-vertices. Hence set (1) contains the X- 
vertex, which is impossible. Therefore 2 + 13 and so 2 - e, i. By Case 4.1 
set (1) must contain two Y-vertices and so X - m and b - 3. Suppose m - 4. 
Then Y - 7 and 4 -g. Since 1 N set (22) and at least seven vertices of set 
(21) are joined to set (1 1 ), 7 - set (2 1) and so 7 - c. Hence, the Y-vertex in 
set (12) must be adjacent to k and k - 2. Then 1 - o; n - 6; 9 - h and 
h - 8; but then p + set (11). Hence m + 4. Suppose m - 7. Then Y - 4 and 
n -2. Since e and i- ll and 13, Y- 15. If e- 11, then i- 13; 13-c; 
14 - g; 15 - k and 4 - h. Since seven vertices of set (22) are joined to set 
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(12), 9 + set (22) and so 9 - set (2 l), which is impossible. Hence e + 11 and 
so e- 13 and i- ll. Then 11-c; 12-g; 13-o and n-12; but then 
2+set (21). Hence m+7. 
Suppose m - 11. Then n - 13 and Y- 15. If i- 4, then 4 + set (21). 
Hence i ?I, 4. If i - 7, then Y - 4 and e - 14; but then 14 + set (22). Hence 
i+ 7 and so i- 14. Then c, d - { 2,7,8 }, say c - 2, d - 7, g - 4 (since g, h 
not both - set (112)), e - 8. Now there is no neighbor for f in set (11). 
Therefore m - 13; Y- 11 and n - 10. If i - 4, then 4 + set (2 1). Hence 
i+4. Suppose i-7. Then Y-4; e- 15; 7-c and 8-g. If 4-h, then 
h +set (12). Hence 4+ h and so 4 -set (22). Thus 1 -set (21) and so 
1 - h. Then h - 14; 15-o; 16-k and 14-j; but thenj+set (11). Hence 
i+7 and so i- 15. Since eight vertices of set (22) are joined to set (12), 9 
and 11 must be joined to set (22), which is impossible. Therefore Case 4 is 
impossible. 
Case 5. Assume U, V, IV, X are separated and Y - 2. Then sets (1) and 
(2) each contain eight end-vertices. Hence, clearly, we can assume set (1) 
contains two U-vertices and two V-vertices and set (2) contains two W- 
vertices and two X-vertices. Arbitrarily U - a. Then a 1~, set (1). 
Case 5.1. Assume a - V. Since sets (ill), (112), (121) and (122) each 
contain an U or V-vertex, b + set (1). Hence b - IV. If b -X, then the W 
and X-vertices in set (1) cannot both be adjacent to Y or 2, which is im- 
possible. Hence b ?I, X and so b - Y. Arbitrarily W - 1, i. Since 1 + set (2), 
1 -X and so X-e, m; but then 2 + any other vertex. 
Case 5.2. Assume a - IV. Arbitrarily W - 1, i and U - 5, 9. Suppose 
b - Y. By Case 5.1, X3c 1 and so 1 - V, V-e, m and 2 -X, but then 
2 + any other vertex. Hence b + Y. Suppose b - X. If b - V, then the Wand 
X-vertices in set (1) cannot both be adjacent to Y or 2, which is impossible. 
Hence, b + V and so b - 13. If 1~ V, then V - e or m and so 2 - Y, but 
then the V-vertex in set (2) cannot be adjacent to any other vertex. Hence 
1 + V and so 1 - Y. Hence X - 3 (or 7), which must be adjacent to I? Then 
4 (or 8) - Y or Z; but then the V-vertex in set (2) cannot be adjacent to any 
other vertex. Hence b +X and so b - V, but then b + any other vertex. 
Case 5.3. Assume a - Y. By Cases 5.1 and 5.2, we can assume the V- 
vertex in set (2) and the W and X-vertices in set (1) are adjacent to Y or Z. 
Consequently b must be adjacent to two vertices in set (1). If Y - 1, then 
U-5; but then b+set (11). Hence Y+set (1) and so Y-i and Z- 1, 9. 
Therefore V- i; W - 1; X-9; U-5, 13; b- 3, 11; V- 7, 15 andj-4; 
but then j + any other vertex. Hence Case 5 is impossible. 
Case 6. Assume U, V, W, X, Y and Z are separated. Then sets (1) and 
(2) each contain nine end-vertices. Arbitrarily, U- 1, 9, a. Since a + set (l), 
a- Vand V-5. Since b&set (ll), b-W. 
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Case 6.1. Assume V - 13. Then b - X and W - 3. Since c and d cannot 
be both joined to set (1 l), we can assume c + set (11) and so c - Y. Since c, 
d have three neighbors in {Z, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16 } and since X - { 7, 8, 11, 
12, 15, 16) we have Z - {c, d}. Then W + set (22) in order to guarantee 3 a 
further neighbor and so W - set (12). Since set (1) has now six end-vertices, 
it can have three more (one X-vertex, one Y-vertex and one Z-vertex). Hence 
set (22) must have one X-vertex and one Y-vertex. But then the X and Y- 
vertices in set (1) cannot be both joined to Z. Hence Case 6.1 is impossible. 
Case 6.2. Assume V- i. Then 5 - X. Since 1 and 9 cannot be both 
joined to set (22), Y N 1 or 9. 
Case 6.2.1. Assume Y - 1. Suppose Y - 13. Then the Y-vertex in set (2) 
must be adjacent to Z and so b - 15. Then i + set (2), IV, X, Y or Z, which 
is impossible. Hence Y + 13 and so Y - e and set (22). Since the two Y- 
vertices of set (2) cannot be both joined to set (122), one of them must be 
adjacent to Z; but then 2 + set (2 l), X or Z, which is impossible. 
Case 6.2.2. Assume Y - 9. Suppose Y - 7. Then the Y-vertex in set (2) 
must be adjacent to Z. Hence 1 -m; i- 13 and b - 15; but then m + set 
(1 ), which is impossible. Hence Y + 7 and so Y N e and set (22). Since the 
two Y-vertices of set (2) cannot be both joined to set (112), one of them 
must be adjacent to Z and so 1 - m and Y - k; but then 2 + set (22) or Z. 
Hence Case 6 is impossible. 
Case 7. Assume U is separated, W - X - Y - Z and V-X. Then sets 
(1) and (2) each contain five end-vertices. Arbitrarily U - 1, 9, a. Suppose 
a - V. If V- 5, then b cannot be adjacent to two other vertices. Hence 
V + 5 and so V- i; but then 1 and 9 cannot both be joined to set (2), which 
is impossible. Hence a + V. Similarly a + W or Z. Therefore a m Y and 
Z-5.IfZ-i,then5-eandi- 11 or 13, which cannot be adjacent to any 
other vertex. Hence Z + i and so Z - 13. Since set (1) contains five end- 
vertices, V- set (1) and so V - 3. Then W- e, i and V- m; but then 
3 + any other vertex. Hence Case 7 is impossible. 
Case 8. Assume U is separated and V - IV- X - Y - Z. Then sets (1) 
and (2) each contain five end-vertices. Arbitrarily U- 1, 9, a. Suppose 
a - V. If V - 5, then b cannot be adjacent to two vertices. Hence V+ 5 and 
so V - i; but then 1 and 9 cannot both be adjacent to set (2). Therefore 
a + V and so a - WorX.Thenl-i;9-m;b-5,13;i-15andm-7.If 
a - W, then V+ sets (1) and (21), which is impossible. Hence a -X. Then 
W - k and Y - o; but then 5 + any other vertex. Therefore Case 8 is im- 
possible. 
Case 9. Assume U, V, W are separated and X - Y-Z. Arbitrarily 
U- 1, 9, a. Suppose a - V. Then V-5. If V- 13, then b- W, b-Xor Y, 
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W - 3 and c - 7; but then d cannot be adjacent to two other vertices. Hence 
V+ 13 and so V-i. Since b +set (ll), b- IV, X or Y. If b - W, then 
5 -X or Y; but then 1 and 9 cannot both be joined to set (2), which is im- 
possible. Similarly b +X or Y. Hence a + V and so a -X, Y or 2. Similarly 
V and W must have a neighbor with X, Y or 2. Therefore we can assume 
a -X. If X - 5, then b - V, but then V cannot have a neighbor with X, Y or 
2. Hence X + 5 and so X - i. Since 1 and 9 cannot both be joined to set (2), 
#we can assume 1 - V, but then we have the first case above. Therefore Case 
9 is impossible. 
Case 10. Assume U, V are separated, W - X and Y - 2. Arbitrarily 
U - 1, 9, a. Then set (2) must contain two V-vertices. If a - V, then V - i, 
5; b - W and 5 - Y; but then 1 and 9 cannot both be joined to set (2), 
which is impossible. Hence a + V and so a - W. By symmetry, V+ 1 or 9. 
Suppose W- i. Then X - 5, 13. Since 1 and 9 cannot both be joined to 
set (2), we can assume 1 - Y. Then i - V, but then the V-vertex in set (1) 
cannot be adjacent to any other vertex. Hence IV+ i and so W - 5. Then 
X - 13, i. If 5 - V, then V- e and 6 - Y, but then b + two other vertices. 
Hence 5 + V Similarly 13 + V (because V and X are joined to set (22)). 
Therefore the V-vertex in set (1) must be adjacent to Y. Then, by the above 
case, set (1) contains one Z-vertex. 
Since beset (ll), b- 15. If b- Y, then V-e and Y (and V)-3 (or 7); 
but then 4 (or 8) cannot be adjacent to two other vertices. Hence b + Y. If 
b-2, then Z- set(l1) and so Y- 11 and V - 11. Since V and Y are joined 
to set (22), 12 cannot be joined to set (22), which is impossible. Hence 
b + 2. Therefore b - Vand so V(andY)-3 (or7). If Y-e, then4 (or8) 
cannot be joined to two other vertices. Hence Y + e and so Y and V are 
joined to set (22); but then a similar contradiction occurs. Hence Case 10 is 
impossible. 
Case 11. Assume U- V- W and X - Y - 2. Then sets (1) and (2) 
each must contain five end-vertices. 
Case 11.1. Assume U- 1, 9; W-5, 13 and V-a. Since X, Y and 2 
must be adjacent to four vertices in set (2), Y - set (1). Then a - X and 
Y - 3; but then 3 + set (2). 
Case 11.2. AssumeU-1,i; W-5,mandV-a.Ifaori-X,YorZ, 
then m - 9 and 5 - e; but then 9 + any other vertex. By symmetry, m + X, Y 
orZ.Hencea-9;i-13andm- 15. Since b + set (12), b -X, Y or Z. But 
then 9 + any other vertex. 
Case 11.3. Assume U-1,i; W-9,mand V-a,Ifaori-X, YorZ, 
then m - 5 and 9 - e; but then 5 + any other vertex. By symmetry, m +X, 
Y or 2. But then a, i and m cannot all be joined to set (1). 
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Case 11.4. Assume U - 1, 9; W- 5, i and V-a. Then either a or i 
must be adjacent to X, Y or 2. By symmetry, the X, Y and Z-vertices cannot 
be arranged as in the above cases. Hence they must be arranged as in Case 
11.4. Therefore set (1) contains one X-vertex and one Y-vertex and either of 
these vertices must be adjacent to U, V or W This is clearly impossible and 
so is Case 11. 
Case 12. Assume U - V- W-X - Y- 2. Then sets (1) and (2) each 
contain four end-vertices. If U- 1, a, then V- 9; a - 13 and 1 - i; but then 
i + any other vertex. Hence U - 1, 9. If 2 - set (1 l), then 2 - set (12) and 
so V - a; W - i; X- e and Y - m; but then the vertex in set (1) adjacent to 
i cannot be adjacent to any other vertex. Therefore 2 - a, i and so Y - set 
(l)andV-set(2).IfX-5,then W-e;5-mandV-k;butthen6+set 
(22). Hence X - e and W - 5. Also the Y-vertex in set (1) must be adjacent 
to m and the V-vertex in set (2) must be adjacent to 13. Therefore 5 - c, k or 
0. 
Case 12.1. Assume 5 - c. Then 6 -g and V - set (22). 
Case 12.1.1. Assume 1 - set (2 1). Suppose Y - 3. Then 3 - m and 
4 - k. Since e + set (11) and seven vertices of set ( 11) are joined to set (2 1 ), 
a- set (11) and so a -7; 7-o and 8-Z,J Hence V-p. Then p- 13; 
2-j; b- 1; 2-h; b- 15; 9%I;f-set (122); e- 11 and i-14; but then 
14 + set (2 1). Hence Y + 3 and so Y - set (12). Then a and e are joined to 
set (11) and so e- 3. If 13 - h, then h + set (11). Hence 13 - b and 1 - h. 
If m-2, then 2-d; h- 15; g- 11; C- 16 and d- 12; but then Y+ set 
(12). Hence m + 2 and so m - 7; but then 7 + set (21). 
Case 12.1.2. Assume 1 - set (22). Then i - set (11). If Y - 3, then 
i - 7; but then 7 + set (2 1). Hence Y + 3 and so Y - set (12). Since 1 and 
V - set (22), 9 - set (21). Clearly 9 + h; for otherwise h + set (11). 
Therefore 9 -b and b-7. Since i-set (ill), a-set (12) and so e-set 
(11). Hence eN 3; i-2 and 2-h. Since a -set (122), Y- 11. Since 13 is 
adjacent to the V-vertex in set (22), c - 15 and a - 14; but then 13 + set 
(2 1). Hence Case 12.1 is impossible. 
Case 12.2. Assume 5 - k. By Case 12.1 and symmetry, e - set (12). 
Case 12.2.1. Assume V-o. Then ON 13; 6-n and p-11. If 1 -j, 
then 2 - m. Since Y + 2 and m is adjacent to the Y-vertex in set (l), Y - set 
(12). Then eight vertices of set (11) are joined to set (22), which is impossi- 
ble. Hence 1 + j and so 1 - set (2 1). Since seven vertices of set (11) are 
joined to set (22), i - set (11). Suppose Y- 3. Then 3 - m; i - 7; 7 -g; 
8-p, c; 4-Z; c- 15; 15 -1 and d- I or 2; but then d+set (12). Hence 
Y+3 and so Y-set (12). Then 9-set (21) anda-set (11). Ifi-7, then 
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j, 1 and m - 2, 3 and 4; but then a + set (111). Hence i + 7. Then i - set 
(111) and a- 7; but then j+ set (112). 
Case 12.2.2. Assume V- c. Then c - 13; d- 11. If 1 -g, then g- 15 
and h - 12; but then e + set (12). Hence 1 + g and so 1 - set (22). Then 
i - set (11). Suppose a - set (12). Then eight vertices of set (12) must be 
joined to set (21). Hence Y-set (11) and so Y- 3; 9 -g; 3 -m; i- 7 and 
4-1. Since 7-gor h, 8%dand6-b. Since8-set(222), ll-1;k-15; 
b- 10; a- 16 and e- 12. If j- 1, then j+set (12). Hence j-2. Then 
l-o; O- 16 andp- 12; but then p + set (11). Hence a + set (12) and so 
a-set (11). Since i - set (1 l), Y - set (12). If Y - 15, then e - 12; but then 
k + set (12). Similarly Y + 12. Therefore Case 12.2 is impossible. 
Case 12.3. Assume 5 - o. By symmetry, e - 15. Then o - 11; 15 - k; 
Y-3; V-c;3-m;c-13;4-Z;d-12; 11%gandf-lO.Thus9-set 
(22); a-set (11) and 1 - set (2 1). Therefore 1 - h; but then h + set (12). 
Therefore Case 12 is impossible. 
Now we have the last case of this section. 
Case 13. Assume U - V- W-X and Y-Z Then sets (1) and (2) 
each contain five end-vertices. Since each set cannot contain three Y and Z- 
vertices, it must contain three of the U, V, W and X-vertices. 
Case 13.1. Assume Y - 1, a. Then 2 - 9, i. If i - U, V, W or X, then 
1 -m and a - 13; but then m + any other vertex. Hence, i - 5 and 9 - e. 
Since 5 + set (21), 5 - U, V, W or X, but then e + any other vertex. 
Therefore Case 13.1 is impossible. 
In the rest of the proof, we assume set (1) contains two Y-vertices and set 
(2) contains two Z-vertices. 
Case 13.2. Assume U- 1, a. Then V- 9. 
Case 13.2.1. Assume W-5. Then X-e, i. If 9 -m, then m+set (11) 
and so m - Y; but then 5 + any other vertex. Hence, 9 + m and so 9 - Y, 
5 -m; m- 13 and a- 15; but then e and i cannot both be joined to set (l), 
which is impossible. 
Case 13.2.2. Assume W - e. Then X - i. 
Case 13.2.2(a). Assume X - 13. Suppose Z - a. Then 13 - c. Since at 
least seven vertices of set (12) are joined to set (2 l), e - set (12). But this is 
impossible and so Z + a. By symmetry, Y + 13. Hence, a - 15 and 13 - c. If 
Z - e, then 9 - m and 1 - k; but then k + any other vertex, Z + e. By 
symmetry, Y + 9 and so e - 5 and 9 -m. If Y- 1, then i-3; but then 
f+set (11) or Z. Hence, Y + 1. By symmetry, Z + i. Hence 1 - k and i - 3. 
Since 10 + set (22), 10 - Y, but then k ?I, any other vertex. 
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Case 13.2.2(b). Assume X - 5. If Y - 9, then i - 13; but then e + any 
other vertex. Hence, Y + 9. Similarly, Y + 1 and 2 + a. Hence 9 -m; 1 - k 
and a - 13. Since k + set (12), k - 2. Hence e - 15; but then i + any other 
vertex. 
Case 13.2.3. Assume W - i. Then X - e. By a similar argument as in 
Case 13.2.2(b), X+ 5. Hence X- 13. If 1 - Y, then i- 5 and e-3; but 
thenj+set(ll)orZ.Hencel+Yandsol-m;9-Yandi-5.Thena 
similar contradiction occurs. Hence Case 13.2 is impossible. 
Hence, in the rest of the proof, we can assume set (1) contains two U- 
vertices. Then it contains the W-vertex. Hence, set (2) contains two X- 
vertices and the V-vertex. 
Case 13.3. Assume Y- 1, 9 and 1 - Uor IV. Then Z-a, i; a -5 and 
i- 13. 
Case 13.3.1. Assume 9-e. Then 10-c; e-7; 5-m and 13-g. 
Supposej- 11. Then 11 +set (21). If 11 -U, then W- 1 and c-3; but 
then beset (ll), Vor X. Hence, 11 + Uand so 11 - Wand U- 1, 15. It is 
easy to see b - 3 (and X or set (12)). Then 8 - d and 6 - h; but then 2 + set 
(21). Thereforej+ 11 and soj+set (12). Thenj-X and 1-U. Ifj-8, 
then8-cord;butthenX~set(21).Hence,j~8andsoj-3.If3-cor 
d, then X-f and 2 - h; but then 4 ?I, set (21). Hence, 3 -f and so X - c or 
d; f- 16; 4 - b, o; 16 - set (222); 15 - U, k and 2 - n; but then k and 1 
cannot both be joined to set (11). 
Case 13.3.2. Assume 9 - m. Then 10 - k; 5 - o; m - 7 and 13 - e. 
Suppose 2 - 1. Then 3 -j. If 6 - k, then 8 - U or W; 6 - set (2 12); 10 - c; 
7-set (212); 8-d and C- 3 or 4; but then b + set (1 l), V or X. Hence, 
6 + k and so 6 - U or W and 8 - k. Then e + set (11). Now it is easy to see 
that e-X; U- 1 and IV- 6; but then 6 + set (21). Hence 2 +l and so 
2-p and 4-n. 
Supposej-3. Ifk-6,thenZ-VorX,8-Uor W,I-15 and W-l 
(for, if U - 1, then U + set (12)). Hence U- 8. Since 6 - set (2 12), 10 - c 
and so 7 - set (2 12) and 8 - d. Since X or V + set (222), X - 1 and V - set 
(212); but then X+ set (211). Hence k+6 and so k-X and U- 1, 15. 
Since V+ set (222), V and X - set (21). Since IV- 6 or 8 and 6 and 8 - set 
(21), V and X cannot both be joined to set (21), which is a contradiction. 
Hence j + 3. Suppose j - X or V. Then 1 - U, j - X and U - 15. Since 
V+ set (22), V and X - set (21). Therefore the W-vertex in set (1) must be 
joined to set (222). Hence W- 11; but then 12+set (221). Hencej-8, 11. 
Supposeb-VorX.ThenX-bandU-1, 15.Ifb-3or4,thenX-k 
or I; V - set (212); W- 12; X - 1 and k - 6; but then 1 + set (1). Therefore 
b + 3 or 4 and so b - 12 and IV- 8; but then X+ set (22). Hence b + Vor 
X and so b - 3 or 4 and b - set (12). 
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Suppose VorX+set(211).Thenc-2;d-7or8;d-set(122);c-l1 
or 12; b - 15 and d - 14, 7. Since 14 + set (22), 14 - U or IV. If 14 - U, 
then 1 - W, but then V or X + set (222). Hence 14 + U and so 14 - W and 
U - 1; but then U + set (12). Hence we can assume c - V or X. 
Suppose d - 2. Then X - c and U - 1, 15. If 14 - o or p, then 14 + any 
other vertex. Hence, 14 - n, c. Then X or V+ set (222) and so the W-vertex 
in set (1) must be adjacent to set (222), which is impossible. Hence d + 2. If 
d-7, then d-set (122); C- 12; b - 15 and d- 14; but then 14 + any 
other vertex. Hence d + 7 and so d - 8. Since d - set (122), c - 10, X, 
U - 1, 15 and W - 6; but then X + set (22). Therefore Case 13.3 is impossi- 
ble. 
In the rest of the proof, we can assume U - 1, 9. Then X - u, i; W - 5; 
V-e; 5-m and e- 13. Also Y+ 1 or 9 and Z+a or i. 
Case 13.4. Assume a and i are both joined to set (12). Then a and 
i- 11 and 15. Since m + set (12), m -2. Hence, Y- set (111) and so the 
Z-vertex in set (2 1) must be joined to set (12). Therefore 9 and the Y-vertex 
in set (12) must be joined to set (2 1). Thus 9 - c. Then 1 and the Y-vertex in 
set (11) must be joined to set (22). Since i + set (1 l), this is impossible. 
By symmetry, 1 and 9 cannot both be joined to set (22). 
Case 13.5. Assume Y - 2. Then 6 - k; 7 -j and 8 - o. 
Case 13.5.1. Assume 1 - set (22). Then 9 - c and 10 - g. Suppose 
2 - set (222). Then 1 -l;Z-j;1-15;3-i;3-gorh;4-d;Z-fand 
f- 11; but then Y + set (12). Hence, 2 + set (222). Suppose 2 - set (221). 
Then 2-l; l-p; 3%i;4-n;Z-m andp-15; butthen 13+anyother 
vertex. Hence, 2 + set (22). Suppose 2 - b. If a - 11, then b - set (122); but 
then Y+ set (12). Hence, a - 15 and so by Case 13.4, i- 3. Then b - 11 
and Y - 14. Since six vertices of set (21) must be joined to set (1 l), the Z- 
vertex in set (2 1) is joined to set ( 11) and so Z - h. Since 3 - set (2 12), 
4 - d. Since f - 7 or 8, h - 6 and so Z -p; but then p + any other vertex. 
Hence, 2 + b and so 2 - h. Then h- 15; Y- 11 andf- 12. If Z-d, then 
d - 14 (because c -set (112)). Since a-set (ll), a-3; 3-p and 1-Z; 
but then 1+ any other vertex. Hence, Z + d and so Z - b. Since c - 7 or 8, 
b - set (122). Then a - 3 and a similar contradiction occurs. 
Case 13.5.2. Assume 1 - set (21). Then 1 - c and 9 + I; for otherwise 
I + any other vertex. Similarly, 9 +p. Therefore 9 - o; c - 15 ; d - 11; a - 3 ; 
3-pand4-Z.If2-g,theng- 12; but thenf+ set (12). Hence, 2 + g and 
so 2 - n. Then Z- set (221). If i - 12, then 12 - g. Since f+ set (12), 
f- Z; but thenf+ set (11). Hence, i + 12 and so i - 16 and 16 - g; but then 
g + any other vertex. Hence, Case 13.5 is impossible. 
By symmetry, Z + b. %\ 
Case 13.6. Assume Y- 6. 
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Case 13.6.1. Assume 6 - k. Then 2 - o; 7 -j and 8 -p. Suppose 
1 -set (22). Then i and ow set (11). Hence, i- 3; 3 -g; 9 NC (by Case 
13.4); 2 -b and 4 - d.Ifm-ll,then 11-gorhandso lO+set(21)and 
10-Y; but then lO+set (22). Hence, nz+ 11 and so m-15; a-11; 
11 -p (because o -set (11)) and n N 10; but then n + any other vertex. 
Hence, 1 + set (22). Therefore 1 - c and 2 - g. If 3 - a, then 3 - o; c - 15; 
4 -f and f- 11; but then g + any other vertex. Hence, 3 + a and so 3 - b 
and 4 -f: Then a and i are joined to set (12), which is impossible by Case 
13.4. 
Case 13.6.2. Assume 6 - c. Then 7 - b. If 9 - d, then d + any other 
vertex. Hence, 9 - set (22) and so 1 - d and d - 15. Since c - set ( 12 1 ), 
Y- 14. Then 2-g; 3 -a, o; 4-J k; 8-h; n-2; Z-g; Z-set (221) 
and 14 - set (222); but then 13 + any other vertex. 
Case 13.6.3. Assume 6 -g. Then 8 -f andf- 11. If 1 -c, then 2 - h; 
but then 3 and 4 cannot both be joined to set (21). Hence, 1 + c and so 
1 - set (22) and 9 - c. If a - 3, then 4 - h; but then 2 + set (21). Hence, 
a+ 3 and so a - set (12) and i - 3. Then 3-h; 4-d; 2-b; 7-c and 
2 - d (by Case 13.5). Since 4 - set (222), 2 - k. Since j - 7 or 8, I - 1 or 
2. If I- 1, then Z- 15; Y- 14 (because k - set (121)) and 14 - set (222); 
but then 13 + set (22). Hence I + 1 and so Z N 2. Then 1 - o; 13 - k and 
Z - 12; but then Y + set (12). Therefore Case 13.6 is impossible. 
By symmetry, 2 +J Hence, 6 - k and f- 11. 
Case 13.7. Assume Y - 7. 
Case 13.7.1. Assume Z - g. Suppose 7 - c. Then 8 -A 6 - h and 
3 - g. Since 2 and 4 - set (21 l), 1 - set (22) and so 9 - c or d. Therefore 
10 N h, o; but then o + any other vertex. Hence, 7 + c. Suppose 7 - b. Then 
c - 6 and 8 -J Since h - set (11 l), g - set (12). If g - 15, then h - 10; but 
then Y + set (12). Hence, g+ 15 and so g - 10. Then h - 15 and Y- 14. 
Since 14 + set (21), a + set (12) and so a - 3; 3 - o; 4 - Z, h and 2 - d; but 
then 1 ?I, any other vertex. Hence, 7 + b and so 7 - set (22). By symmetry, 
g - set (12). 
Suppose 7 -j. Then 8 - o and 2 - n. If 1 - set (22), then i and n are 
joined to set (11). Hence, i-3; 3-h (becausen-set (111)); n-2; 1-Z; 
Z - 15; 9 - c; 10 - h (for otherwise 10 + set (22)) and 4 -p, d; but then 
c+set (11). Hence, l+set (22) and so 1 NC. Since g-set (12), a-set 
(11) and so a- 3 and b - 8; but then 3 + set (22). Hence, 7 + j. Therefore 
7-o; 8 -j and Z-Z. By symmetry, g- 15; h- 10 and Y- 12. Then 
ON 13 or 14; p-9 or 10; m- 15 or 16 and n- 11. Since n-set (ill), 
f- 8. By symmetry, 6 - h; but then 3 and 4 cannot both be joined to set 
cw 
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Case 13.7.2. Assume 2 - c. Suppose 7 -j. Then 8 - o and 2 - n. If 
1 - set (22), then i - 3;3-g;4-d,p;f-8;/~-6;2-b,Zandl-n;but 
then 9 + any other vertex. Hence, 1 + set (22) and so 1 - set (21). Then 
l-c or d; 2-g and 4-J If l-c, then d-6; h-8 and b-3. Since 
n- set (12), i - set (1 I), which is impossible. Hence, 1 + c and so 1 - d. 
Since c-set (12), a-set (11) and so a-3 and g-15; but then d+set 
( 12). Hence, 7 + j. 
Suppose 7 - 0. Then 8-j and Z- 1. If 1 -set (22), then i-3; 3 -g; 
4-c or d; 2 -b and I- 1; but then 9 &set (21). Hence, 1 + set (21). If 
1 -c, then 9-p; but thenp+set (11). Hence, 1 -d and d- 15. If Y- 14, 
then 14 - set (222); but then 13 + set (22). Since c - set (12 l), Y - 13 and 
9 -p; but then p + any other vertex. Hence 7 + o. 
Suppose 7 -J Then 8 -b; h-6 and Y- 15. Since d-set (ill), c-set 
(121) and so d - 14. Since 15 - set (22), 9 - set (21) and so 9 - c. Since 
a-set (ll), 12 - set (2 1 l), which is impossible. Hence, 7 ?~f and so 7 - g. 
Then 8-b; 6-&f-3 and h- 2. If 9 - c, then 10 + set (2 1). Hence, 9 + c 
and so g-set (22). Then 1-c; 4-a; j-2; h- 15 and j-set (121); but 
then i + any other vertex. Therefore Case 13.7 is impossible. 
Now we must have the following case: 
Case 13.8. Assume Y-3 and Z-c. If l-d, then 2-g and d-15; 
but then g + set (12). Hence 1 + d and so 1 - set (22). By symmetry, a - set 
(12). Suppose 9 - c. Then 10 - g and the Y-vertex in set (12) must be joined 
to set (21). If Y - 14, then 14 + set (21). Hence Y - 15 and 15 - h. Since 
h - set (112), g + any other vertex. Hence, 9 + c and so 9 - d. By sym- 
metry, i-4.Then lo-g;j-7; 8-pandh-16.Since4-gorh,3-set 
(222) and 2 - b. If 2 - Z, then 1 and 2 + set (22), which is impossible. 
Hence, 2 - k and by symmetry, Y - 11. If a- 15, then 15-o or p and 
16 - I; but then 13 + set (22). Hence a + 15 and so a - 12. By symmetry, 
1 - 2. If 3 - o, then 12 + set (22). Hence, 3 N n. Since n - set (122), 
m + any other vertex. Therefore Case 13 is impossible. 
Hence G cannot have 68 vertices and so f(3, 10) = 70. 
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